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Amalfi Drive: Sorrento and Positano Tour
Interests: culture, architecture, outdoor experiences

Overlooking the Bay of Naples, your tour starts with a drive into the land of colors, also known as
Sorrento. Walk along the trails across the peninsula or drink Limoncello, a famous liqueur that
originated from this village. Continue your journey along the cliffs of the glorious coastline until you
reach Positano a romantic and exclusive village clambering down a dramatic slope to the sea. The
structure of the town is very particular, with buildings clinging by tiers to the rock walls and small
houses throng together, developing an inimitable atmosphere. Attracting thousands of visitors each
year, the jewel of the Amalfi Coast offers visitors miles of beaches, boutique shopping, and of course
fantastic Italian cuisine made from the freshest locally sourced ingredients.

Positano and Marisa Cuomo Wineries in Furore
Interests: wine, culture, architecture, outdoor experiences

This is your chance to see one of the most beautiful coastlines in the World. You will arrive in
Positano which is not only an international tourist destination but also an important fashion design
center. Walk down the village and find a vast array of boutiques lining the narrow lanes and
alleyways with their displays of colorful garments, typical of the town. Your tour will continue at
Furore, where the Marisa Cuomo winery is situated. After this, you will get to relax over a wonderful
lunch served at Ristorante Bacco, with spectacular views only a short walk from the winery. While
having lunch you will also have the opportunity to taste the most prestigious wines produced by
Marisa Cuomo. After your lunch and wine tasting, you will return to Amalfi.
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Pompeii & Vesuvius Tour from Amalfi
Interests: history, archaeology, mythology, architecture, nature

Journey back in time to the ancient Roman city of Pompeii buried beneath meters of burning ash
during the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79A.D then visit the smoldering crater where the peak of
this imposing mountain once loomed over the coastline. After meeting your driver at the hotel, you
will start your scenic drive towards Pompeii, one of the major archaeological sites in the world in
terms of size and preservation of its artifacts. The city has remained almost completely intact thanks
to the eruption of Vesuvius more than two thousand years ago, and during the tour, you will see the
amphitheater, the thermal baths, the temples of Isis, Jupiter, and Apollo, the Macellum, and the
House of the Faun. Your adventure will then continue with a drive to the infamous Vesuvius where
you will enter the natural park and start your fascinating walking tour until you reach the crater of
the volcano. From the top, you will be able to admire an amazing sight of the entire bay of Naples.

Pompeii & Herculaneum Tour from Amalfi
Interests: history, archaeology, mythology, architecture, nature

A UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites, Pompeii is one of the most renowned attractions in Italy, drawing
travelers from across the world each year to explore its ruins. When Mt Vesuvius erupted in 79 AD,
Pompeii was buried under lava, ash, and pumice and completely forgotten for more than a
thousand years. Explore the ancient city covered by volcanic dust and discover the excavated
remains of the Forum, Thermal Baths, Lupanare and Vetti's House with its beautiful frescos. Your
next stop will be Herculaneum. Once a thriving ancient residential town filled with villas of wealthy
Romans, Herculaneum has been preserved like no other site in the world. The city was buried
beneath 16 meters of ash and mud during the eruption, and this layer of soft tufa - a type of course
rock, saved two-story Domus homes with the internal architecture and décor intact, including
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features in wood and marble, decorations, jewellery, and even organic remains like food, providing a
unique view into the daily lives during Ancient Rome.

Capri Mini Cruise
Interests: sailing, nautical experiences, sea & sun activities, nature

A full day boat trip to discover the beauty of the evocative Island of Capri. Once in Capri you will
tour the island by sea, viewing the White Grotto, the Natural Arch, Villa Malaparte, the Faraglioni
Rocks, Marina Piccola, and of course the Green Grotto, where you will get the chance to stop and
swim the crystal clear waters. In the end, there’s also an optional visit to the famous Blue Grotto.
The boat is equipped with all modern necessities and you will have time to enjoy some snacks and
make good use of the snorkeling equipment provided to you. Once you arrive at Marina Grande, the
main Capri port you will have a few hours of free time. On the return journey, there will be another
opportunity for an unforgettable swim along the coast.

Ravello Walking Tour
Interests: culture, architecture, outdoor activities

Meet your guide and start this day by having a lovely walk around one of the most beautiful villages
found in the Amalfi Coast, offering the most exceptional views. Along your journey, you will get to
visit the Cathedral, dating back to the XI century, as well as discover, Villa Rufolo, as it was once a
residence of artists, poets and musicians.

